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A bstract 
Dickenstein, A., N. Fitchas, M. Giusti and C. Sessa, The membership roblem for unmixed 
polynomial ideals is solvable in single exponential time, Discrete Applied Mathematics 33 (1991) 
73-94. 
Deciding membership for polynomial ideals represents a classical problem of computational com- 
mutative algebra which is exponential space hard. This means that the usual al 
membership roblem which are based on linear algebra techniques have doubly exponential se- 
quential worst case complexity. 
We show that the membership roblem has single exponential sequential and polynomial 
parallel complexity for unmixed ideals. More specific complexity results are given for the special 
cases of zero-dimensional nd complete intersection ideals. 
Let k be a field and R:=k[XI, . . . . XJ the polynomial ring in n indeterminates 
X 19 . . . . Xn over k. 
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We are considering the following problems from a complexity theoretical point 
of view: 
(0.1) Menabe&@ problem (_wP): For given fi, .** ,fs, f in R, decide whether j’ 
belongs to (j’r, . . . J’). 
(0.2) Representation problem (RP): For given fI, l . . ,fs, fin R, decide whether f 
belongs to (f,, l , f,), and if so, compute a representation f = El c,,cs up fp with -r - 
~,ER for IS~SS. 
It is known that (MP) for arbitrary fi, . . . , fs, f is exponential space complete and 
that (RP) may involve polynomials Q~, 1 SASS, of degree doubly exponential in n 
1271 l 
Obviously a solution for (RP) implies a solution for (MP) but not vice versa. 
In this paper we solve (MP) for unmixed ideals and (RP) for both zero- 
dimensional and complete intersection ideals with tight complexity bounds in se- 
quential and in parallel. We show that in these cases (MP) and (RP) are solvable 
in single exponential sequential and polynomial parallel time. The a!gorithmic com- 
plexity of (MP) and (RP) is measured in the following parameters: 
d:=iy;mS(deg(fPj,3), deg(f) and n. 
- - 
Our main theorem can be stated as follows: Let ( fi, . . l , fs) be an unmixed idecpI, 
then it can be decided in sequential time s’(max(deg( f ), ds2)jo(n2J and par&e! time 
O(n”log2s max(deg( f ), d n2)) whether f belongs to (f 1, l . . , fSj l 
The most interesting examples of unmixed ideals are the zero-dimensional ideals 
and the complete intersection ideals, fl, . . . , fs being a regular sequence. In these 
cases we resolve both (MP) and (RP) in a satisfactory way. We have the following 
results: 
(i) Let <fig . . . , fs) be a zero-dimensional ideal. Then for any compatible 
monomial order a Griibner (standard) basis of ( fi, . . . , f,) can be computed in se- 
quential time s’d 0tn2) and parallel time 0(n410g2sd). 
(This specifies results of [9]. See also [24] and [19] for corresponding results con- 
cerning homogeneous ideals.) 
This implies that (RP) and (MP) can be resolved in sequential time s’(d” + 
deg( f j)O’“’ and parallel time O(n210g2s(dn + deg( f ))) for zero-dimensional ideals. 
(ii) Let fi, . . . . fs be a regular sequence in R. Then (RP) and (MP) can be solved 
in sequential time (d” + deg( f ))O@) and parallel time O(n 210g2 (d n + deg( f ))). 
While this work was done, by analyticai methods Berenstein and Yger [2] ob- 
tained similar results for fields k with characteristic har k=O. 
We shall use an affine version of Noether’s normalization lemma. For k suffi- 
ciently large we describe an algorithm which finds a k-linear transformation of the 
indeterminates X,, . . . , Xn into new indeterminates X,‘, . . . , XJ such that for r := 
dimK,,IIR/(f,, l -m 9f,) the following holds: 
(0 k[X;,...,X:in(f,,...,f,)=co>, 
(ii) k[X{, . . . 3’1 dWf,, l ..,f,) is an integral extension. 
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The sequential complexity of this normalization algorithm is s’dO@‘) and its 
parallel complexity is 0(n410g2sd) (compare also [22,26,12]). 
In particular := dimK&?/(fi, . . . , f,) can be computed within these complexity 
bounds. (Observe that r is also the dimension of the algebraic variety of zeroes of 
f 1, . . . . fs in an algebraic losure of k.) This is up to now the most precise complexity 
result concerning the computation of the dimension of affine algebraic varieties 
(compare [ 1 l] and 191). 
A homogeneous version of an effective Noether normalization lemma has been 
given in [18] and is used there to calculat _e the dimension of projective varieties in 
single exponential time. 
In this pap er -we will freely use notions and facts from commutative algebra, 
classical algebraic geometry, and Griibner (standard) basis theory. We refer the 
reader to [1,30,20,8,15,25,7). (The algorithmic notion of Griibner basis of 
polynomial ideals was introduced in [5,6] .) 
Our proofs and algorithmic bounds are based on recent progress concerning ef- 
fective versions of affine Hilbert Nullstellensatze in fields of arbitrary characteristic 
[9,10,21,14,29]. First effective Nullstellenstitze w re proved by Lazard [23] (projec- 
tive case) and by Brownawell [4] (affine case for fields of characteristic char k = 0). 
1. Noether’s normalization lemma from a complexity point of view 
In this section we describe an algorithm which solves the problem of finding a 
“Noether position” for an (arbitrary) ideal I of the polynomial ring k[X,, . . . , Xn] 
in n indeterminates Xr, . . . , Xn over a field k. (For a Griibner basis approach to this 
algorithm see [22,26] .)
The input of the algorithm is: 
-A set {Jr,..., fs} of generators of I in k[X,, . . . , X,.J with 
max bWf,N 5 d 
1 spss 
(where s and d are arbitrary but previously fixed integer numbers). 
-A field extension kc k’ such that 
#(k’)>d”(d”+l). 
The output of the algorithm is: 
-A set {X;, . . . . Xi} of k’-linear forms in k’[X1, . . . , Xn] (variable transformation). 
-An integer OS r~ n (dimension). 
-A set { bPj: 1 Sp 5 s, r + 1 Sj 5 n} of polynomials in k’[X1, . . . , Xn] (generating 
integral dependence r lations). 
The properties of the output data are the following: 
-k’[X;, . . . ,X;] = k’[X1, . . . , Xn]. 
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-The canonical morphism 
k’[X;, . . ..X.]c,k’[X, ,..., X,,]--+k’[X, ,..., X,]/l@k’ 
is a monomorp’nism. 
-k’[XI, . . . , X,J/I@k’ is integral over k’[X;, . . . ,X,!] (with respect to the 
monomorphiam just mentioned). 
-The degree of bti_fg is at most dn(dN-‘+l) (forp=l,...,sand j=r+l,...,n). 
The polynomial gj := C I syss bvj fv involves only the variables X;, . . . , Xi, At”: and is 
C4monics’ in Xi, i.e., degx,(gj) = deg(gj > 0. (Thus gi = 0 (mod I@ k’j is an integral 
dependence quation for Xi (mod I@ k’) we:- k’[X{, . . . ,X,‘].) 
The algorithm can be realized by an arithmetical network with inputs from k and 
outi>uts from k’ which has size (sequential complexity) s’d ‘PO and depth (parallel 
complexity) O(n410g2.sd). (For the notion of arithmetical network used here see 
WI.) 
Size and depth of this arithmetical network can be interpreted as sequential and 
parallel complexities of our algorithm. Therefore we shall speak in the future only 
about “sequential” and “parallel” complexities having in mind the concept of an 
arithmetical network. 
1.1. Notations. Let k be an arbitrary field and R := k[X,, . . . , X,J be the 
polynomial ring in n > 1 indeterminates X,, . . . f X,, over k. We denote by R an 
algebraically c!osed field such that k C_ R. 
From now on let polynomials Jr, . . . , fS E R be given with 
d := max (deg( f,), 3). 
1 spss 
Let I:= (f,, . . . . f,, be the ideal of R generated by fi, . . . , fs. Finally, let k’ be a 
fixed subfield of R such that k is contained in k’ and # (k’)>d”(d” + 1). 
1.2. Definition. Let 2 1, . . . , Zr be k-linear forms in R. We say that {Zr, . . . ,Zr} is a 
system of independent variables (with respect o I) if the two following conditions 
are satisfied: 
Ink[Zl, **.,Zr]=(O), (1) 
dimly VW = r = dimKrull k [Z, , . . . , &I. 
The condition (1) is equivalent to 
The canonical morphism k[&, . . . , Zr] 4 R --) R/I is a 
monomorphism. (3) 
Let {Z,, . . . , 27,) be a system of independent variables with respect 
be a k-linear form in R. We say that Y is a dependent variable with 
respect o {Z,, . . . 8 Zr} and I, if there exists a polynomial g E k[&, . . . , Zr, T], T be- 
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ing a new indeterminate, such that gf0 and g(Z,, l -a , Zr, Y) E I. If g is manic Sn T 
and g(Z1, . . . , Z,, Y) E I then Y is called integral with respect o { Z1, . . . , 2,) and I. 
13. Remark. Let r := dimx,,t#?/I). Then 
r=max{tE Nc: 3i,, . . . . ~~~ [l, . . . . n] such that Ink[X,,, . . . . Xi,] =(O)}. 
Taking into account Remark 1.5, we see that the problem of finding a system of 
r independent variables can be reduced to (n/r) many zero-intersection tests. By 
Proposition 1.7 below we see that such tests require only linear algebra over k (see 
Remark 1.8). 
1.6. Remark. Letfbe a polynomial of R belonging to rad(l), the radical of I. Then 
there exists a representation 
f d”= c bPfP (4) 
I spurs 
with bii E R and deg(bp fp) zs d”(deg( f) + 1). 
Proof. Let F, F1, . . . , F, be the homogenizations of f, fi, . . . , fs in k[Xo, . . . , &I. The 
hypothesis f E rad(l) implies that 
X#E rad(F,, . . . , Fs). 
From [ 14, Theoreme lo], one obtains that (X6;)d’ E (F,, . . , F,). Thus, there exist 
homogeneous polynomials Br , . . . , B, E k[X,, . . . , Xn] such that 
(XOF)d” = c BP FP 
lr/.lss 
and such that deg(B,F,) =d”(deg(f) + 1). Putting X0= 1, (4) follows. Cl 
1.7. Proposition. Let {il, . . . . i,} C [l, . . . . n]. Write q:=Xi, (12&D). Let VEA” 
be the zero set of (f 1, . . . , fs) in the n-dimensional affine space A" over k. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent 
(a) In k[h, . . . , K.] #(O); 
(W 3gNY,,.-., Y,] such that gf0 and g= &SPSs bPfP with bPER, 
deg(b,f,) zs d”(deg(V) + 1) 
where deg(V) is the degree of V defined by cieg(V) := Cj deg(Wj) $f V= ‘Jj M$ is the 
irreducible decomposition of V in n (see 120, Remark 21). 
. Assume that (a) holds. Let ’ be the r-affine space over R. We consider the 
(linear) projection map 
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The hypothesis (a) implies that n(V) #A”, II(V) being the Zariski closure of n(V) 
in A’. From [20, Remark 41, one concludes that there exists f~ R[A’] such that 
f+O, J deg(f)ldeg(V) and f vanishes on n(V). By Remark 1.6, there exists a 
representation 
f(Y l,***, ly’= 1 bpfp 0 4 
1 cyrs 
with b/, E @X1, . . . , &I, deg(b, fp) sd”(deg(V) + 1). This shows that (b) has a solu- 
tion with coefficients in k’. 
For ,u= 1, . . . . s let Rfl be the k-linear subspace of H generated by all monomials 
A4 in Xl,..., Xn with deg(M) 5 d’(deg( V) + 1) - deg( f,). We consider the k-linear 
monomorphism 
@:R,x.-•xR,-*R 
(b 1, . .A) - c bpfp. 
1 rpss 
Now (*) implies that (im @nk[Y,, . . . . ~]j&&(O). Hence im @nk[Y, ,..., Y,]f 
(0) and (b) follows. cl 
1.8. Remark. First note that deg( V) s d” as a consequence of the Bezout inequali- 
ty (see e.g. [20, Theorem 1 and Corollary 11). The equivalence of conditions (a) and 
(b) implies that we can effectively test whether In k[Y,, . . . , cJ# (0) holds. In fact, 
taking into account the degree bounds in (b) and : he estimate deg( V) 5 d”, by com- 
parison of coefficients one reduces the problem of deciding whether 
Ink[Y,,..., Y,] # (0) to the problem of deciding whether some homogeneous linear 
equation system of size sd”* x sd”’ has a nontrivial solution. This can be done by 
the algorithms of [28] and [3] in sequential time s7do(n2) and parallel time 
O(n410g2sd). Repeating this test 2” times for all subsets of {Xi, . . . ) Xn}, within the 
same complexity order one finds a system of independent variables with respect o I. 
In particular, we obtain the following important 
1.9. Corollary (compare [11,9,18]). Let k be a field with algebraic losure E and let 
f !:...&k[X1:.... , Xii! he r?-vmk~e po!yzomia!s with d := maxI SyS,(deg( f,), 3). 
Let I:=(f ], . . ..f.) and V:= {~&“:f,({)=O,...,fS(~)=O}. Denote the dimension 
of the algebraic variety V by dim(V). 
Then dimK,Gn(klX!. . . . . X,]/l) = dim(V) can be computed in sequential time 
s’d*@‘) and in parallel time O(n410g2sd). 
Let us consider a system { Zr, . . . , Z,.} of independent variables with respect to I. 
Let YE R be a k-linear form. By Remark 1.5 Y is a dependent variable with respect 
to Wl , . . . , Z,}. We ask whether Y is integral with respect o {Z,, . . . p Z,.}. By Pro- 
position 1.11 below we see that this question can be decided with a test which re- 
quires only linear algebra over k. 
We need the following 
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1.10. Lemma. Let WC An be an irreducible and closed subvariety of the n-dimen- 
sional affine space An over R. Denote by &A”] the coordinate ring of A”. Let 
p c_ k[An] be the prime ideal consisting of all f E R[An] vanishing on W. Suppose 
that {Z;, . . . . Zl> is a system of independent variables with respect o p. 
Then, if a k-linear form YE R[A”] is integral with respect o (Z;, . . . , Z:>, there 
exists a polynomial g E R[Z;, . . . , ZL T], T being a new indeterminate, such that 
(a) g is manic in T; 
(b) g(Z;, . . . , Z’, Y) vanishes on W and 
(c) deg(g)sdeg(W). 
Proof. Let y denote the image of Y in g[ W] = k[A”]/p. The hypothesis on Y im- 
plies that y is integral over E[Z;, . . . , Z;] with respect o the canonical monomor- 
phism k[Z;, 0..9 Z,‘]c,E[W]. Let gER(Z;, . . . , Z,‘)[T] be the minimal polynomial of 
y over E(Z;, . . . . Z;). Since E[Z;, . . . , Zl] is integrally closed, we see that g E 
R[Z;, . . . , Zl, T]. Moreover g satisfies (a) and (b). In order to verify (c) for this 
minimal polynomial g, we consider the (linear) projection map 
CA”-+A’+‘, 
The hypothesis on Y implies that the restriction 
nw: W--VI(W) 
is a finite morphism. Thus z(W) = z(W) is a hypersurface of A’+] defined by a 
polynomial h E k[Z;, . . . , Z;, T], with deg(h) = deg(x( W)) s deg( W) [20, Lemma 21. 
Therefore h(Z;, . . . ,Zl, y) = 0. It follows that g divides h. I-Ience deg(g) 5 deg(h)s 
deg(W). Cl 
1.11. Proposition. Let An be the n-dimensional ffine space over k and let VC A” 
be the zero set of 18 R, i.e., 
Let {Z,, . . . . Z,) be a system 0-f independent variables with respect to I. Assume that 
a given k-linear form YE R is integral with respect to (Z,, . . . , Z-1 and I. Then there 
exists a poiynomiai g E k]Z,, . . . , Z,, T] such that 
(a) g is manic in T; 
lL\ \u/ u%&5/ - L,/ m\ < d”(deg( V) -I- 1); 
(c) there exists a representation 
with bP E R such that deg(b, fP) 5 dn(deg( V) + 1) for all 1 ~,WSX 
Let WI, . . . , i4$, be the irreducible components of V. Fix 1 I~SW. We put 
W:= B; and we denote by p the prime ideal of all f E k[An] vanishing on W. 
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Let y denote the image of Y in k[ V] and y’ its image in @WI. We consider the 
following commutative diagram of canonical morphisms: 
where pc :=pfI k[Z,, . . . . Z,1 and where Z;, ..*, 2; are g-linear combinations of 
4 , . . . , Z, such that p n &Z;, . . . , ZJ, = (0) and such that E[Z,, . . . , Z,]/p’ is integral 
over &Z;, . . . , Zfl (such Z;, . . . , &’ exist by Noether’s normalization lemma). 
Since t= dim(w), it follows that (Z;, . . . , &‘} is a system of independent 
variables with respect o p. 
The hypothesis on Y implies that y is integral over &Zr, . . . , Z,]. Therefore y’ is 
integral over R[&, . . . , Zr]/pc and, a fortiori, over &Z;, . . . . Zl]. Lemma 1.10 im- 
plies that there exists a polynomial g E @Z;, . . . , Z;, T] such that 
-g is manic in T, 
-g&9 l l l 9 Zl, Y) vanishes on W, 
-deg(g) 5 deg(W). 
Writing Z;, . . . , 2’ as E-linear combinations of Z1, . . . , Z,, we obtain a polynomial 
gjER[Z,, . . . . Z,, T] such that 
-gj is manic in T, 
-gj(z*9 l *a 9 Z,, Y) vanishes on W, 
-deg(gj) 5 deg( FV). 
NOW pUtf:= n,,j,, gjER[ZI, l a., Z,., T]. This polynomiai f verifies: 
-f is manic in T, 
_, f(Z 1, . . . , Zr, Y) vanishes on V, 
-deg(f) 5 deg( V). 
By Remark 1.6 there exists a representation 
with bp E E[X,, . . . , X,J, deg(b, f,)sd”(deg(V) + 1) for all 15~~s. As in Proposi- 
tion 1.7 a linear algebra argument completes the proof. III 
As in Remark 1.8 the existence of a polynomial g satisfying Proposition 1.11 
(a)-(c) can be tested in sequential time ~‘do(~‘) and in parallel time 0(n410g2sd). 
Taking into account Remark 1.5, Propositions 1.7 and 1 Al, we see t;,zt we are 
in position to choose algorithmically a new order of X1, . . . ,X,, such that: 
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(0 {X,, . . . 9 X,} is a system of independent variables with respect to I; 
(ii) X,+ ,, . . . 9 Xp are integral variables with respect to {X,, . . . ,X,} and fi 
(iii) Xp+ ,, . . . , Xn are dependent (but not integral) variables with respect o 
IX 1, . . . . X,) and I. 
The next step is to perform a changement of Xi, . . . , Xr in such a way that the 
new variables satisfy (i) and (ii) with p = n. (Then, we call XI, . . . ,X, to be in 
“Noether position”.) 
Proposition 1.12 below will be useful in order to obtain complexity bounds. 
1.12. Proposition. Assume that {X,, . . . , X,) is a system of independent variables 
with respect to 1. Thzn, given a k-linear form YE R, there exists a polynomial 
gEk[Xl, 00.9 X,, T 1, T being a new indeterminate, such that 
(a) g+O, deg(g)=d”(deg(V)+ 1); 
00 $(X1, l e*rX,, Y)= C _ _ IdPeS bPfP with b,eR and deg(b,f,)rd”(deg(Vj+l) 
for all 15~5s. 
Proof. Consider the (linear) projection map 
c H (X,(0 ***Jr(r)9 Y(O)* 
The hypothesis implies that z(V) #A’+‘. By [20, Remark 41, there exists a 
polynomial f E R[X,, . . . , X,, T) with deg(f) 5 deg(lr( V)) s deg( V) such that 
f(Xl, l *.9 X,, Y) vanishes on V. Applying Remark 1.6, we obtain a representation 
f (X,, a*= ,Xp, Y)dn = c b/lfp 
15pcs 
with bP E &X1, . . . , X,,], deg(bfl f,) 5 d”(deg(V) + 1). As in Proposition 1.7 a linear 
algebra argument completes the proof. q 
Similarly to Remark 1.8 one reduces the problem of finding a polynomial gsatis- 
fying Proposition 1.12 (a) and (b) to the problem of solving a linear equation 
system. Using [28] and [3], this can be done in sequential time s7do(n2) and in 
parallel time 0(n410g2sd). 
1.13. Algorithm (compare [24] and [26]). Here we sketch the algorithm mentioned 
in the beginning ol” ihis SWibii. 
Input: fi, . . . , f,; A C_ k’ such that # (A)>d”(d” + 1) 
Output: x;, . . . ) Xi; r; bpj (~s~ss, r+l<j(n) 
1, e.. , i,) c [ 1, . . . , n] such that (Xi,, . . . , Xi,) is a system of independent 
es (see Remark 1.8) 
Xn in such a way that X1 :=Xi,~**.‘X~:=Xi~ 
1 variables among X,+ I 9 g.a, X,, (see Proposition 1.11) 
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(4) rename XI, . . . , Xn in such a way that the integral variables found in (3) are 
X r+l* l *.9 XP 
(5) forp+lljSn 
find giE k[&, . . . , X,., T] verifying the conditions of Proposition 1.12 for 
Y=Xj 
find Gj .- =- maximal degree of homogeneous part of gj 
find (dl, . . . ,A,)EA’: Gj(Ar, ..*,Ar, I)#0 
put Xi I= Xi+;ZiXj (1 SiSr) 
2. The membership roblem in the case of an unmixed ideal 
In this section we describe an algorithm which solves the membership problem 
(MP) in the case of an unmixed ideal. This algorithm has simply exponential sequen- 
tial and parallel complexity. Let the notationq be the same as in Notations 1 .l. 
The ideal I is called unmixed if 
for all associated primes p of the R-module R/I. Here dimx,,tt(R/p) and 
di~,&R/I) denote the Krull dimensions of the rings R/p and R//I. 
2.1. Remark. If I is unmixed, then for any field extension k~5, I&L is un- 
mixed too. 
2.2. Theorem. Assume that I is unmixed. Let r := dimx,,rr(R/1) and let {Xl, . . . , A>} 
be a system of independent variables with respect to I& k’ such that (R/I) @ k’ is 
integral over k’[X1, . . . , X,] with respect to the canonical morphism (Remark 1.3 
(3)). Let f be given in R. Let B:=l+max(deg(f),d+(n-r+l)d”(d”-91)). 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) fel; 
(b) 3hEk’[X, ,..., X,] andpI ,..., p,ER@k’such that 
0 hf=C I rpss 4fP, 
h#O. 
deg(h) 5 dB2@- rJ, 
deg( p,, fP) s B + dB 2(n - r, o 
(b)=+(a) Let hEk’[X,,..., XJ be such that h #O and hf E I@ k’. Let 
= q1 n l . . n qr be an irredundant primary decomposition of 1@ k’. 
Let Pj := rad(qj) be the radical ideal of qj (1 sjs tj. Thus {p,, . . ..p[} is the set of 
associated primes of the R@ k’ module (R/d)@ k’. Therefore dimx,,rr((R@ k’)/ 
pj)=rfOrj=l,..., t. Fix 1 rjc t. Since (R/I)@k’ is integral over k’[X,, . . . , XJ, we 
see that (R@k’)/pj is integral over k’[X!, . . . , X,] too. Therefore Pj fl k’[X1, . . . , X,-l = 
(0). Since hf E qj 9 we conclude that f E '3;. Thus f E I@k’ and, 
a fortiori, f E I. 
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00 =$ (W Let &+I, em09 Y, be k’-linear forms in R@k’ such that R@k’= 
UX,, me-,X,, V+r, .a*, Y,le 
The hypothesis that (R/1)@ k’ is integral over k’[Xl, ..= ,X,1 implies that 
Y ,.+ 1, . . . , Y, are integral variables with respect o (X,, . . . ,X,} (Definition I .4). 
Let r + 1 rj s n. By Proposition 1.11 applied to Y = q, there exists a polynomial 
gjE k’[Xl, l em 0) X,, 51, gj manic in 5 and such that 
(5) 
for certain polynomials b,j, . . . , t)si E R@ k’ with deg(b,j fp) 5 dn(deg( V) + 1) for 
flu= 1, . . .S. 
Let K:= k’(X,, . . . , X,) be the fraction field of k’[Xl, . * _ , X,]. The hypothesis fe I 
means that there exists a representation 
Fix a diagonal order in the set of monomials in Y + 1, . . . , Yn. Then {g,, 1, . . . , gn} is 
a (Grobner) standard basis of (g,, 1, . . . , gn)K[Yr+ I, . . . , YJ with respect to this 
order. 
By Hironaka division in K [Y,+ 1, . . . , Yn] we obtain representations 
(7) 
r+ 1 ljrn 
where cpj,GpEK[Yr+l, .,.., Yn] and deg&&) < (n - r)d”(deg(V) + 1). Here degy 
denotes the total degree in Y,, 1, . . . , Yn. 
Replacing (7) in (6) we see that 
(8) 
with ge(g,+l, *m.,gn)K[Yr+l, . . . . Yn]. It follows that 
where B, := max{ deg( f ), d + (n - r)d”(deg( V) + l)} l 
Since {gr+*, . . . . gn} is a standard basis of (gr+l,.**,gn)KIY,+,,...y Yn], g has a 
representation 
g = c uj gj 
r+ 1 sjsn 
with UjEK[Yr+,, . . . . 51, deg&jgj)~deMg)- 
From (S), (9) and (8) we conclude that 
(9 
where cp:= Cr+lljln Ujbpj+8pEK[Yr+I,*.., Ynl and 
d”(deg(V) + I). 
Put C:=k’[Xl, . . . . X,1. For p= 1, . . . . s let Fp be the C-submodule of R@ k’ freely 
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generated by all monomials M in Yr+],..., Y,, with degy(M)~&+degY(f,). 
Similarly, let F be the C-submodule of R@k’ freely generated by al] monomials M 
in Yr+l, . . . . Y” with deg,(M&Br. 
We consider the C-linear map 
Let 
(P 1, .vPJo - c P/l&-hf. 
1 s/i”=s 
q := rank(F) = ( n;T_:B1) 
and 
m:=rank(F,O=o=OF,OC)= 
We consider ME Cqx “‘, the matrix of @ with respect o the canonical bases just 
introduced. 
By [20, Lemma 71, there exists an upper-triangular matrix /& Cqxm with the 
following properties: 
-All entries of @ have degree bounded by d l min{ q, m}; 
-all 2 E C’” satisfy 
M’z=O iff m’z=O 
(‘z is the column vector obtained by transposing the row vector t.) 
Each cfl of (10) has the form cfl=p,/h for certain pP~ R@k’ with 
degy(p,f,)<B, and certain ~EC, h#O. Therefore (~,,...,p~,h)~ker(@). 
By taking coordinates with respect to the n:on:)mial bases considered, we con- 
clude that there exists z = (aI, . . . , a,,_ 1, h) E Ct7’ such that 
iia’z = 0, 
h#O. 
(***) 
Therefore no row of # is of the form (0, . . . , 0, c) with c# 0. 
Taking this into account, we may assume without loss of generality that the vector 
z=(al, . . . . a,,,_ 1, h) of (***) satisfies: 
max(deg al, l . . ,dega,,_,,degh)~d=min(q2,mL), 
M’z = 0. 
This shows that there exists (p ,, . . . . ps,h)E ker(@) with 
min(q*,m*)~do B2(n-‘) 
h#O, deg(h)rd* 
and deg(p,f,) 5 B1 + d l min(q2m2) 5 B + d l B*(” -‘). (Take 
into account that ldeg(V)sd”-’ by Bezout’s inequality, [20, Theorem I].) Cl 
Let I be unmixed and let fe R. Theorem 2.2 implies that the question whether f
. 
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belongs to I can be decided in sequential time ~%o(~‘) and parallel time 
0(n410g2(sB)), where 
B := 1 + max(deg(f), d+ (n - r + l)d’(d”-‘+ 1)) = O(max(deg(f), d”‘)). 
To see this, we apply Algorithm 1.13 in order to obtain coordinates Xr, . . . ,X, 
which satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2. Then we translate condition (b) into 
a homogeneous linear system over k’. Using the algorithm of [28] and [3], we check 
whether this system has a solution corresponding tothe condition h #O in (b). This 
can be done within the asserted time bounds. 
rcdsing arithmetical networks with entries from k and elements from k’ as constant 
operations [16] we obtain 
2,3. C~rr?llary, Let k he Q Jieid and let f ft. . . . f fs E k[X!? . . . ? X,,,] be n-variate v:v ,- 
po!ynczz~c!z Mh d := maxi Sfl<S deg(JP). &sipme that I= ( fi, . . . ,f,) is unmixed. 
Then the problem of deciding whether f belongs to I is solvable in sequent’al time 
s’max(deg( f ), d n2)0(n’ ) and in paral!ef time 0(n410g2(s l max(deg( f ), dn2)). 
3. The representation problem in the zero-dimensional case 
Throughout this section we will assume the following: 
For the polynomials fi, . . . , fs of Notations 1.1 the Krull dimen- 
sion of the quotient ring k[X,, . . . , X,J/(fi, . . . , f,) is less than or 
equal to zero (i.e., we suppose # V< 00). (11) 
This is a particular case of unmixed ideals studied in Section 2. From Theorem 2.2 
we obtain that any polynomial f belonging to (f,, . . . , fs) has a representation 
f = c apfp 
1 %j.lLIS 
with single exponential bounds for the degrees of the coefficients al, . . . , a,. This 
circumstance allows us to give a parallelizable algorithm for the computation of 
Grobner bases with respect to any compatible order. Our algorithm requires only 
linear algebra techniques over k. Moreover, we will show how any usual Grobner 
basis algorithm can be changed into another one involving only computations with 
polynomials of “small” degree (see [9,8,2,13,17]; compare also [23,24,19] for the 
case of homogeneous i&&j. 
3. 
given. 
s. Let any comp%ible order of the monomials in k[X,, . . ..X.,] be 
XJ, f #O, we denote by Head(f) the maximum monomial oc- 
ad(f) = AXpI l Xtn, for some A E k and some (a,, . . . , ar,) E IAt, 
we write Exp(f) := (Q], . . . , a,) and Lc( f) := il. (IN, denotes the set of natural in- 
tegers, 0 included .) 
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Exp(f) is called the exponent and Lc(f) is called the leading coefficient off. For 
a pair (f, f ‘) of nonzero polynomials let Head(f,f’) := Icm(Head(f), Head( be 
the lowest common multiple of Head(f) and Head( with leading coefficient 
equal to Lc(f)Lc(f’). 
For the monomials w and ry’ given by 
let deg(f,f’):=max{deg(y/. f),deg(ly’. f’)} and S(f,f’):=w.f-ly’. f’. We call 
S(f, f ‘) the S-polynomial off and f ‘. 
3.2. Lemma. Let SF= (fy, . . . , fso} be a set of pol’ynomials generating an ideal 
Ic_k[Xl, mm.* X,,]. Let h E I and DE No be such that there exists a representation 
with pPE k[X,, mm., X,,] and deg(p, fi)s D for 111 = 1, . . . ,s. Let So(g) := g and, for 
k>O, let Sk(g) be the set obtained from Sk-‘(g) as follows: 
Sk(@) := Sk-‘~~)U(S(J;ft):f,f’~Sk-l(~) and deg(f,f’)lD}. 
Then there exists NE n\lo and f E SN(g) such that 
Exp(h) E Exp( f) + IN;. 
Proof. Our rather technical and indirect proof follows the ideas of [ 15,251 (see also 
[5,6]). Thus we will suppose that for all kz0 and all f E Sk(g): 
Exp(h) $ Ezp( f) + iF\l;. (13 
We consider all representation families B = (@J&l such that 
-I is a finite set of indices; 
-for all ie1, Gi is a monomial and cf;:~ Sk($) for some k No; 
-h= Cie[ @ih. 
For each representation family &? = (@iA)iE, we introduce the following notations 
Head(B) := max (Head(@iA)), 
ii51 
J(g) := {i E I: Head(@icf;:) = Head(B)}, 
T(B) := #J(B), 
deg(W := max {deg(@jfj)). 
jeJ(%) 
From (12) we see that the set of representation families .% with deg(%?) 5 D is not 
empty. Thus there exists a representation B3 = (ei fj)iElo having the following 
properties: 
(i) deg(.%,) = mina,, ,(deg(g)) 5 D, .’ 
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(ii) Head(&) = min ( Head(B): deg(%?) =deg(&)}, 
(iii) 7(&) = min{ $9): deg(%) = deg(&) and Head(B) = Head@+,)}. 
Claim. 7(&&J 2 2. 
Proof. If z(L%?~) < 2, then .I(@&) = { io) for some iO E IO. Therefore Head(h) = 
Head(Cic,O @icf;:) = Head(&&,). Hence Exp(h) E Exp(&) + fhl& This contradicts 
(139. 
From our claim, we conclude that there exist, at least, two different indices 
I, kE J(&J. Let 8 := gcd(@,,&) be the manic greatest common divisor of @/ and 
&. Let v/ and I,V’ be the monomials verifying 
By/=& and &u’=$Q. 
Let a:= Lc(@/,fj) and b := Ld@kfk)* 
Thus, for some A E k, 
whence 
and 
Moreover, 
and 
WHead(fl) = ab-’ v’Head(fk) = lHead(fi,fk), 
deg(wf,) 5 deg(&h) = deg(@&) IdegG%) 
deg(vlfk) (: deg(&U’fk) = deg(@kfk) =kf~o). 
Thus ft&t+ SN(@) impks s(fk,fr) E s N+l(S). Therefore we obtain a new repre- 
sentation family ai: the one induced by the equality 
h= c 
jEJMo)- (Lk} 
@jfj+(l+ab-‘)@kfk+ iEIoqtdo, @iA+n@s(fkyfi)* 
- ‘I 
Since Head(A6s( fk,f,)) < Head&$) = Head( we conclude that deg(%$< 
deg(Bo), Head(S?h) 5 Head and J(%$) c J(&&) - (C}. This contradicts (i), (ii) 
or (iii). 0 
We conserve Notations 1.1. 
3.3. eoretn. Let be given a compatible order of the monomials in k[X,, l s l , &] l 
Then the following is true: 
(i) Any reduced Gr6bner basis of I with respect to the given order contains at 
most dtl’ many polynomials. Moreover the reduced Grt3bner basis of I verifies that 
al/ of its polynomials have total degree bounded by nd”. 
(ii) Let 3i?= (h,, . . . , h,) be the reduced Grtibner basis of I. For each 15 j5 t 
there exists a representation 
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with P#Dj E R and deg(p,j f,> 5nd “’ + d” + d. 
(iii) Thestair E(I) := (Exp(f ): f E I, f HI) and the reduced Grlibner basis of I can 
be computed in sequential time: s’d’(“‘), parallel time: 0(n410g2sd). 
(iv) The output of the following algorithm is the reduced Griibner basis of I: 
Input: f,, . . . , fS 
B:= ((i,j): 1 zG<jls) 
t:=s 
while B#0 do 
choose (i, j) E B 
if deg(&f;)~nd2”+dn+d 
then t :=t+l 
B:=BU((i,t): 15&t-1) 
ft := WLiy 
B:= B- ((i,j)> 
end 
Proof. We follow the general lines of 
that dimJR/I) Ed” (see [9, Theorem 
known fact). Thus, for each 1 cjsn, 
I 
the proof of [9, Theorem 201. First observe 
171, for an elementary proof of this well- 
there exists gj E k[Xj] such that 
gj E I and deg(gj) 5 d”. 
By Remark 1.6 we obtain a representation 
. 
wrth deg(bPj f,)=d”(deg(gj) 1” 1). 
Fix an additional auxiliary diagonal order in the set of monomials of R. Then 
d” 
{g . . . ,gf”} is a Grobner basis of (gp”, 
di&nal order. 
. . . , gf”) with respect to this auxiliary 
(i) Let &?= {h ], . . . . h,} be the Grobner basis of I with respect to the given 
order. We see that, for each 1 <jln, there exists an element in &‘, say hi, such 
that Head divides Head( Thus Head(hj)=XjDJ for some DjIdn* NOW the 
hypothesis that r% is reduced implies that for each h Ed% and for each 1 cjl n, 
degx,(h) <Djr d”. NOW it is clear that t 5 d”?. 
Since .%is reduced and g 1, . .  , g,, are in I, Hironaka division of h E *%’ by gl, . . . , g,, 
leaves h unchanged, if h is different from g,, . . . , g,. Therefore the degree of the 
monomials appearing in h is bounded by nd”. 
(ii) Let h:=h,+ lsk<t. Write h= &_a,f, with al,...,aSER. We divide 
aI, . ..) a, by (gyt’, . . . ,gft’} with respect o the auxiliary order. Thus 
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with deg(tiJ 5 nd 2n. Therefore 
Let 8 := C 1~~5s C 1 sjsn cpjgj"'Y#i* 
From g E (gf”, . . . , gf”) and deg(g) 5 nd2k + d we conclude by Hironaka division 
with respect o the auxiliary order that there exists a representation 
g = C bi gy” 
lZSj<n 
with deg&gy’) 5 nd2” + d. 
‘Therefore 
tion (ii). 
(iii) Immediate 
(iv) Immediate 
From Theorem 
from (i) and (ii). 
from (ii) and Lemma 3.2. 0 
3.3 one deduces easily 
3.4. Corollary. Let k be a field and let f, f ,, . . . , fS E k[X,, . . . , Xn] be n-variate 
polynomials with d:=maxll,,,(deg(f,)). Assume that I=(f,,...,f,) has dimen- 
sion less than or equal to zero (i.e., dimK,ul!k[Xl, . . . . X,]/IsO). 
If f E I, then a representation f = C _ 1 epu(s a,f, can be found with deg(a, f )s 
nd 2ra -I-d n + d + deg( f ) in sequential time &deg( f ) + d n)o(n) and in parallel time 
0(n210g2s(deg(f) +d”)). 
Within the same time bounds it can be decided whether f belongs to I. 
4. The membership problem in the case of a complete intersection ideal 
In this section we describe an efficient test for the membership roblem (MP) in 
the case of a complete intersection ideal. This gives another algorithmic solution of 
(MP), different from the one described in Section 2. Let us assume the following 
The polynomials f,, . . . , fS from Notations 1 .l form a not empty 
complete intersection in A”, i.e., V:= {&A”: fJr)=O, . . . , 
J.(t) = O> is not empty and has pure dimension n -s. (14) 
(Here An denotes the n-affine space over the algebraic closure k of k.) 
Let the notations be the same as in Sections 1 and 2. Using the tools developed 
in Section 1, we are going to construct a set {X;, . . . , Xi} of k’linear forms in 
R @ k’ and polynomials h, gl, . . . , g, E R&Y with the foltowing properties: 
(i) k’[X;, . . . ,X,i] = k’[Xl, .*a 3 Xn]. 
(ii) For each extension field k’ c L and for each polynomial f~ L [X;, . . . ,X,$ 
fEI@L if and only if hfE(g* ,..., g,)L[X;,...,X,$ 
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(iii) The polynomials gt, l . c, gs form a Grobner basis of (gt, . . . , g,) with respect 
to the diagonal order induced by X,i> l > Xr’. (Thus the condition hf~ (g,, . . . ,gs) 
is easy to check.) 
(iv) deg(h) ss(deg( V) + 1)d”. 
(v) For; each 1 rj~s, giEk’[X,‘, .,..,Xi_+ Xi++J and degx:, ,+,(gj)=deg(gi)s 
(deg( V) + l)d”. 
(Thus condition (iii) follows from condition (v).) 
4.1. Theorem (see also [12]). Let (X;, . . . . Xi] and {bpj: 1 r,u, ja} be the output 
data of the algorithm of Section 1, applied to the sequence fi, l l . ) fs. For each 
l~j~s let gj:= Cl<PGS bpjfp. 
Then {X;, . . . ) X1$ satisfies condition (i) above and the polynomials h := det(bpj) 
and gl, . . . , g, satisfy conditions (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v). 
Proof. The properties of the output data of the algorithm of Section 1, imply that 
conditions (i), (iv) and (v) are satisfied. As we have observed already, condition (iii) 
is a consequence of condition (v). Another consequence of condition (v) is that 
g1 , . . . , g, is a regular sequence in k’[X;, . . . , XL]. Therefore condition (ii) follows 
from Lemma 4.2 below. Cl 
emma. Let R be a Noetherian co_mmutative ring. Let fi, . . . , fS and gl, . . l , g, 
be two regular sequences in R. Assume that there exists a matrix B E RS ” transfor- 
ming the vector [f,, . . . . fS] into [g 1, . . . , gJ, i.e., assume that a matrix equation 
holds for some B E Rsxs. 
Then, for each f E R, the following statements are equivalent: 
(0 f E (fi, l . . , f,W; 
00 W B)f E (gl, . . . ,g,)R. 
Proof. (i) a (ii) Let f E R be such that there exist al, . . . , a, E R with f = 
aI fi + l .* + asfs. Thus f = [fi, . . . , fs] l t[al, . . . B a,], where ‘[al, . . . , a,] is the column 
vector obtained by transposing the row vector [al, . . ..a.]. Let adj(B) E RSXS be the 
adjoint matrix of B. From (15) we obtain that 
k 1, l ,g,ladj(& =(det B)[f~9 l ,fsla 
Therefore 
cg 1, l , gslaWVb~ , . . ..a.] =(det B)f. 
This implies (ii). 
(ii) j (i) The proof proceeds by induction on S. 
Case s= 1. In this case BE I?, gI =f]B and det B = B. Let f E R be such that 
=g,a for some a c R. Multiplying by fi, we obtain g, f =g,fp. Since & is 
regular in R, this implies f =fia. 
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&se s> 1. Let f e R be such that (det B)f e (g 1, . . . ,g,)R. The hypothesis that 
fi, l ,fs and gl, . . . 9 gs are regular sequences implies that each associated prime ideal 
of (fi, l -e &JR is a minimal prime over both ideals (fi, l . . ,f,)R and (gl, -, g,)R. 
Thus, in order to show that fe(fi,..., f’JR, it is sufficient to consider the case 
in which R is a local ring with maximal ideal rad( fl, .=. , f,) = rad(gi, . . . , g,). In this 
case, there exist NE h\l and a matrix CE Rsxs such that 
[f 1”, . . ..f.“l= [gl, . . ..g.slC. 
Therefore [ fr, . . . ,f,“l = [f,, . . . , f,]BC. Since we already know that (i) =$ (ii), we 
conclude that (det BC) f e (f;“, . . . , fr)R. Hence the proof can be reduced to the 
case in which g, = f;“, . . . ,g, = fsN. In this case the assumption (15) has the form 
if ;“, . . ..f.“l= [fi, l *.,fW 06) 
Let cl, *.* 9 cs be the cofactors of B along its last row. Thus, if BO is the 
(s - 1) x (s - 1) matrix obtained by removing the last row and the last column from 
B, we see that c, = det BO. 
Let R := R/f, R. For any element a E R denote by a the residual class of CI in R. 
Let B0 be the image of B0 in @s-l)x(s- ? One verifies immediately 
13 y, . . . . &!,I = [J;, . ..9&Lll&. (17) 
Now we show that (det &)f~ (J;“, . . . ,,f$! l). 
Since B’[cl, . . . , c,] = ‘[0, . . . , 0, det B], equation (16) implies that cl f;“+ l . . + 
csfy=(det b)f,. Therefore (det B-csf,N-l)j&(f;“P . . ..fE1). Hence c&F-’ E 
(f;“, . . . ,f,“). Thus there exist al, . . . , a+R such that (csf-asfS)fsN-l=alflN+~~=+ 
a,_ l f,“- 1. The regularity of f;“, . . ..fEl.fs implies that csf-asf,~(f,?...,f,N_l), 
i.e., CJE <3,N, . . . 3: l). This finishes the proof of (det &)f~ (J;“, . . . ,A? l). 
From the inductive hypothesis we conclude now that 3~ (fi, l ,.&- 11, whence 
f~(f1,**9fs)* 0 
4.3. Corollary. Let k be a field and f,, . . . , fs E k[X,, . . . , X,,] be n-variate poly- 
nomials which form a complete intersection in An. Let I := ( fl, . . . ,,f,> and let 
f Ek[Xl, l **,Xn]= 
Then it can be decided in sequential time (dn + deg( f ))O@) and in parallel time 
0(n210g2(dn + deg( f )) whether f belongs to I. 
PsoofZ Apply the algorithm described in Section 1 to the sequence f15 .o. ,&. Com- 
pute h,gl, . ..) g, of Theorem 4.1. For deciding whether f belongs to I test whether 
hf belongs to (gl, . . . . gs) using (parallelizable) Hironaka division. The complexity 
bounds are immediate. Cl 
e case of a co 
In this section we shall assume that the complete intersection condition (14) of 
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Section 4 holds. We are going to describe an algorithmic solution of the representa- 
tion problem (RP) for this case. Our algorithm has simply exponential sequential 
and polynomial parallel complexity. This yields, in particular, a new algorithmic 
solution of (MP) different from the one described in Section 4. It is also parallel- 
izable and requires only linear algebra techniques over k. 
In the sequel we shall use the same notations as before. 
5.1. Theorem (compare [8,2]). Le,t f E R be given. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent : 
(0 f EI; 
(ii) there exist al, . -. , a+ R such that f = C 1 Q-Es apfp and degCapf,I 5 dS + 
deg(f) for 1 spcrs. 
Proof (Sketch). (i) =+ (ii) The proof is essentially the same as the proof of [14, 
Theoreme 11. Thus we shall point out only the (slight) modifications one has to ap- 
ply. We shall also adopt the notations introduced in the proof of Theoreme 1 
(loccit.). From the five steps (“etapes”) which subdivide the proof of Theoreme 1 
(loc.cit.) we need only the second, the third and the fourth. The first step (“l&e 
&ape”) is obsolete since our polynomials f,, . . . 9 fS form a regular sequence. 
Let FE k[X,, . . . . X,,] be the homogenization off and let G,, . . . , G, E k[XO, . . . , X,J 
be the homogenizations of fi, . . . . fS. As in the proof of Theoreme 1 (loc.cit.), for 
15 i(:s let Bi be the intersection of the primary ideals belonging to (Gi, . . . , Gi) 
whose radical doesn’t contain X0. The condition f E I implies XoNFe (Gi, . . . , G,) for 
some NE R\I,. Thus FE B,. 
The second and third step (“2eme” and “3eme etape”) of the proof of Theoreme 
1 (loc.cit.) remain unchanged. 
The fourth step (“4eme &ape”) must be modified as follows: 
For 15 ils let Zi, Ci, bi, di E No be defined as in the proof of Theoreme 1 (loc.cit .). 
In the same way as it is done there, inductively one constructs a sequence 
R,,R,-,, .a*, RI of homogeneous polynomials such that, for i =s, s - 1, . . . , 1: 
(a) RiEBi, 
(b) deg(Ri) = di + deg(F), 
(C) Ri’-X,d’FE(Gi_+I, l *.y Gs). 
(Note that for i=s (c) implies that R, must be equal to F.) 
For i= 1 one obtains that 
R,-X,d’Fe(G2,...,Gs). 
Since RI E B, z (GI), it follcws that Leslie-_ lC_ L \- 1, . . . , G& Taking into account that 
dl sdS, one finishes the proof representing X,dF as a homogeneous linear combina- 
tion of (G,, . . . , G,) and specializing X0 to 1. Cl 
For a more detailed proof we refer the reader to 181. 
From Theorem 5.1 one deduces easily 
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5.2. Corollary. Let k be a field and let fl, . . . ,fs E k[X,, . . . , XJ be n-variate poly- 
nomials with d := maxi SPIS (deg(j$). Assume that f,, . . . . fS is a regular sequence in 
k[Xl, -,&I. 
I$ fdfi9.*.9 f,), then a representation f = .I l eJu._s aP fP with a, E k[X,, . . . ,X,,] 
and deg(a, fP) s dS + deg(f) for 1 ~p ss can be found in sequential time (dn -I- 
deg(f ))O(“’ and parallel time O(n210g2(dn + deg( f )). 
Remark. The reader should observe that Corollary 5.2 does not imply that the con- 
struction of a Griibner basis for any complete intersection ideal and any monomial 
order can be done in single exponential space (and time). In fact, one easily derives 
a counterexample from Mayr-Meyer’s ideal (see [27]). 
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